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INTRODUCTION 

This publication is the product of the conference Education, Design and Practice – Understanding skills in a 
Complex World held at Stevens Institute of Technology in 2019. The keynote speaker was Peggy Deamer, Yale 
University. The call upon which the conference and this publication are based argues that: 

 

The relationship between education and practice in any discipline is complex. In an ever changing world, it 
is also in flux. In a context such as the built environment, it is also interdisciplinary.  Today, educators in 
the liberal arts still identify learning as an end unto itself, and designers still draw on ideas about intuitive 
knowledge. By contrast, the businesses behind urban development or city and regional growth call for 
graduates armed with the skills required in practice from day one. At the same time local government and 
cultural or city management firms need creative thinkers capable of continual adaptation. In the industries 
and sectors such as construction, transport and engineering, managers focus on a foundational baseline and 
value engineers and designers as both pragmatic problem solvers and visionaries. 

These alternative perspectives have been reflected in multiple changes to the practice and structure of the 
education sector. One such example was the Boyer-Mitgang report which restructured architectural 
education in the US to reflect other professions. As in other areas, it resulted in a ‘degree arms race’, with 
MAs and doctoral programs multiplying more rapidly than the research and teaching methods they 
required. At the same time, the ‘widening participation’ agenda produced an explosion of research and 
funding for new pedagogical approaches and initiatives. Attempts to fuse education with the creative arts, 
industry and business through university led partnership schemes also proliferated. More recently, changes 
in the financing of the HE sector in places like the UK, mean universities now stress educational efficiency 
and guarantees of graduate jobs. 

Working within this context, educators in sectors connected with the design, management and construction 
of the built environment have developed new and innovative ways to teach, they have 
embedded collaborative practices into their pedagogy, have forged unique partnerships across disciplines 
and outside the academy, and much more. However, research into best practice learning and teaching in the 
classroom is still evolving and educational initiatives can sometimes be seen as contradicting on-the-job 
realities in practice. The Education, Design and Practice conference publication explores this complex and 
contradictory scenario from multiple perspectives. 
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THE FOUNDATION OF THE METROPOLITAN DISCIPLINE 
  
We call on leaders of public opinion, on educators, on all interested bodies to contribute to an 
increased public awareness of both the origins and the severity of the critical situation facing mankind 
today. Each person has the right to understand fully the nature of the system of which [s]he is a part, 
as a producer, as a consumer, as one among the billions populating the earth1 .  
 
We consider the goal set by the Cocoyoc Declaration of 1974 as the goal of every action. It inspires 
the outline of the training programme we are building and testing within the TELLme – Training for 
Education, Learning and Leadership towards a new Metropolitan discipline, which is a Strategic 
Partnership for Higher Education ongoing project, co-financed by the EU Commission within the 
Erasmus+ programme.  
The Metropolitan Discipline – whose foundation is the main objective of TELLme – aims to provide 
answers to the extreme urbanization and its phenomena. Given the complexity of its subject, the 
fragmentation, diversification of territories and environments, and the multiplicity of stakeholders, the 
Discipline is conceived as a “discipline of practise”, in which the theory is fed by the practise and its 
practise-led research is connected to a continuous experimentation on concrete case studies. 
This position of the Metropolitan Discipline requests a wider reflection on knowledge and its 
connection with action. While this connection is always crucial – and it has been stated when the EU 
was called a “knowledge based” society – it is particularly the case for the Metropolitan Discipline, 
both because it explicitly addresses policy makers and all the stakeholders that “build” the city, and 
because the communities can find tools – particularly the maps – empowering their capacity to take 
part in the decision making processes.  
In fact, the question of “action” – which refers to a deeper question on what is left to action in the age 
of technology – is elicited throughout the project, as well as politics, being the “political” dimension, 
which is linked to action. 
This is the first and main challenge for a training programme: to train to a discipline whose theory is 
built on the practise, and the practise is shaped by the theory.  
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SKILLS, ATTITUDES AND VALUES AT THE CORE OF THE LEARNING PROCESS 
The crucial importance of “practice” implies the need for training in competences, in knowing how as 
well as in knowing that. For producing a metropolitan project, participation and consensus are as 
important as the project itself, due to the many different groups of stakeholders involved. Flexibility, 
cooperation, interdisciplinary and systemic thinking are mandatory, advancing from the dominant 
situation of disciplinary separation, leading to work in silos. A metropolitan project is linked to the 
analysis of vocations and expectations of the region of which a metropolis is the expression. A 
metropolitan project is a matter of localizing investments with a social impact in order to define an 
integrated and sustainable development, a new pact between local citizens and migrants and between 
this new community and the territory. It also calls for the need of highlighting the many values that 
can be read in the history of the territory and that can be put into motion, in order to qualify new 
centralities.  
The training process aims to allow the participants to achieve awareness of the need for a metropolitan 
vision and to develop skills and ability to operate in the complexity linked to the size of the 
contemporary metropolis. This "metropolitan" competence is obtained with the integration of 
managerial skills with architectural and urban skills, capable of extracting the metropolitan gaps and 
needs of each metropolis, of defining the metropolitan operations that each metropolis needs to 
overcome the gaps and respond to its needs. 
 
 
TRAINING FOR EVALUATING AND CREATING 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. The table is taken from Anderson and Krathwohl (2001). 
 
The TELLme Training works on the higher levels of the cognitive processes implied in the different 
knowledge dimensions framed in the Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) revision of the Bloom’s 
taxonomy2. In fact, the main and most significant revision is about the knowledge dimension: 
“knowledge” is taken out of the cognitive domain and added as a separate dimension, recognizing four 
distinct knowledge dimensions (factual, conceptual, procedural and metacognitive). The table below 
shows that – instead of six ways to think about one type of knowledge, as in the Bloom’s Taxonomy – 
there are now six ways to think (Cognitive Process Dimension) about four distinct types of knowledge 
(Knowledge Dimension). 
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Figure 2. A representation of the six cognitive process dimensions in the form of pyramid, implying that 
the higher levels are built on the lower ones. 

 
Among the recurring thinking activities at stake in the TELLme trainings we can list: planning, 
negotiating, deciding, judging, choosing, assessing, mapping, interpreting, testing… they all refer to 
the higher levels of the cognitive processes of the revised bloom’s taxonomy, which are “creating” and 
“evaluating”. 
The training addresses this need both in the consideration of the admission requirements of the 
participants and in the adoption of the flipped classroom pedagogy3  among the pivotal references of 
its learning methodology. Against this pedagogy a set of video-courses on the Cartography were 
produced4 . 
 
 
TRAINING THROUGH IMPLEMENTATION TOOLS 
The conception of the metropolitan discipline originates from the investigation of the existing situation 
analysis of the metropolises in the five countries involved in the project (Italy, Spain, Slovenia, 
Mexico, Argentina). The research produced the development of a conceptual theoretical framework 
and a methodology, together with a vast array of implementation tools5, consistently with a research 
which is in itself already practice led. 
Drawing from the implementation studies (mainly focussing on health care, where the issue of 
immediate translating of research into practice is literally a vital concern) and adapting the wording to 
our context, implementation might be defined as the process of putting to use or integrating research 
and new practices within a setting6.  
TELLme tools are meant to accompany the process of translating research into practice and therefore 
they can be considered as “process models”7 since they explicitly take a process perspective of 
implementation, recognising “a temporal sequence of implementation endeavours”8.  
The cartography is the groundwork tool – together with the hub, which is a “hard tool” – developed by 
the project on which all its practical tools are built. In fact, every map is conceived as a semantic 
package connected both to the theoretical framework and to data. In this sense, the maps are the tool 
and the medium for connecting the theory to the practise, and for understanding and reading the 
territory according to the theoretical principles and concepts9.  
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TELLME GLOSSARY AND GLOSSARY SOFTWARE AS THE MAIN TOOLS 
Since its inception, the TELLme project deemed necessary to produce a Glossary, as an attempt to 
allay confusion and misunderstanding. In fact, the need for a Glossary10  as a fundamental tool of 
mutual understanding and clarification was strengthened by the TELLme Training Lab held in 
Guadalajara in February 2019 and in the many occasions in which the TELLme approach and results 
were presented to the stakeholders. The Metropolitan Discipline refers to a field in which targets and 
stakeholders involved belong to different environments (Higher Education Institutions, policy makers, 
NGOs, multilaterals, etc.). Moreover, TELLme – beside its international partnership – directly 
addresses the transnational dimension, and relies therefore on the use of a common language, which is 
English, through which the different national terminologies are translated. The way to unravel the 
tangle the Glossary took was to try to explain the meanings of the terms in the context of the 
Metropolitan Discipline. 
The Glossary Software enables the visualisation of the relations between the Glossary keywords, fully 
exploiting the richness of meanings, comments, references and images and producing Semantic Maps 
of the Metropolitan concepts. 
The TELLme Glossary Software11 is conceived as a bridge connecting the theoretical framework of 
the Discipline and the Cartography Hub, which is a digital platform the project built for producing and 
storing maps. The Glossary Software was therefore developed adding to the Discipline a transversal 
tool that substantiates the link between all TELLme outputs, thus becoming crucial for the training 
activities.  
 
STAKEHOLDERS MAP: ARCHITECTURE OF THE JOINT 
The issue of governance is addressed through the creation of a stakeholders map that reflects the core 
values and the issue of the subject matter and balances the participation amongst the local and global 
metropolitan actors, and the metropolitan experts. The stakeholders bring the relevant topics on the 
table of the TELLme training, to be discussed following the Metro-dology.  
The Metro-dology begins with three phases: the problem finding, the problem setting and the problem 
solving. In fact, the production of a metropolitan project requires an agreement between different 
metropolitan actors. This agreement can be reached in different ways, corresponding to different 
theories and forms of stakeholder aggregation12. Almost all complex agreements are made up of many 
parts that require connexions. The objective of “modular tables” is not necessarily to limit the total 
number of stakeholders and the rules of their interface on a given table. Instead, the focus is on 
geography and, therefore, on the position of the individual actors and the reasons that can unify them. 
The least desirable place to unite stakeholders is the final meeting point at the end of the decision-
making process. The theory of dialogue was once hierarchical, with most of the actors united in the 
place of the final decision. The theory was that a control structure would ensure the social quality and 
manage the costs of the metropolitan work, keeping as many agreements as possible under the direct 
control of the final decision-maker: the politician.  
In the contemporary theory and practice that recognize the essentially chaotic nature of the agreement 
in complex projects, the focus is instead on disassembling the process into small groups of integrated 
tables (a module). These smaller tables can then be designed and managed independently, as tables 
composed of separate teams focused exclusively on a part of the overall project. Quality control can be 
managed incrementally, one module at a time, with corrections made before the final decision. That is 
the art of listening and joining. 
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The matrix mathematics behind this agreement theory is powerful. Simply stated, the relationship 
between the number of stakeholders and the potential interfaces between them is exponential: two 
stakeholders have a single interface (2:1), 4 stakeholders have 4 possible interfaces (1:1) and 16 
generate 24 potential interfaces between these parties (2:3). Each of these interfaces between two of its 
stakeholders is an agreement, in equal measure, an opportunity for both the positive and negative 
result. 
When we carry out any project, we tend to focus on the actors and their characteristics, producing a 
catalogue of necessities. However, there is no comparable catalogue of interfaces, but their potential 
number exceeds that of the disciplinary themes of an ever-increasing exponential relationship. The 
amount of energy and time needed to solve all the problems of relationship in the design and 
agreement construction of any metropolitan artefact is staggering.  
First, each agreement determined is in itself a problem: the civil servant within the metropolitan expert 
define the problem and ask the questions. The objectives for the solution and the constraints that the 
“agreement interface” must satisfy are identified. Each interface therefore requires an act of design 
both for selection and for custom design of the agreement. Each of these potential interfaces between 
the parties must be developed. However, the number of type changes required is considerable.  
Usually the solution was found in the mathematics of the agreement. Now every connection between 
stakeholders is a matter of listening, a matter very similar to a very accurate craftsmanship. Each of 
the possible permutations must be carefully thought out and implemented within a certain time limit. 
The mere willingness of the parties to reach the final agreement is not only a logistical fact, but a 
profound understanding of the values behind the different interests and investments. Deficiencies in 
quality in bureaucratic agreement method are inevitable, if they are only issues of productivity and 
cost.  
If more actors generate more agreements exponentially, then the opposite is also true: fewer actors 
generate fewer agreements exponentially. There are two possible solutions: to fragment the process of 
agreement or to reduce the number of actors. A reduction of actors requires a complete redesign of the 
project’s parts themselves. It is more difficult and takes more time to test actors than to redesign the 
process. Since time is an expensive commodity, most facilitators have focused first of all on the 
fragmentation of the process of designing agreements for discrete tables: sectors, small inter-sectors 
tables, large decision tables. These are composed of a series of stakeholders similar to the ones before, 
simply moving back the process. The problem of the agreement is not solved, but it moves to another 
place and time, it moves to another location. 
The changed place in term of table/decision making level, however, is a significant part of the 
solution. A very complex problem turns into a series of smaller and less complex problems. The 
resolution of the project can be more targeted. And there is less complexity to deal with in the final 
agreement process. However, there is a new central design issue that concerns how to combine small 
inter-sector tables, large decision tables and the scale of sectors. In this world of modular design, 
agreements between metropolitan actors are no longer simply a solution to that single problem. They 
are now so much, or more, a matter of shared values in the decision-making chain where decisions 
must now be parallel. We are talking about a decision-making chain, but it is no longer a mechanical 
process, as we have already seen, but a process of sharing and listening.  
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CONCLUDING REMARKS  
According to TELLme, the metropolitan discipline is based on a knowledge to action learning process, 
requiring tools, both for training purposes and for its application in the life of metropolis planning and 
management. A variety of tools – from maps, glossary, digital platform, stakeholders map – were 
produced and tested. We believe that for enabling decision making on the metropolitan scale, every 
city needs instruments that helps policy-maker to define objectives based on SDGs and their impact 
indicators. 
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